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is coded. 6. Miasm Miasms are distortions within our DNA. These distortions were created

anti-Kristiac behavior. Miasms are also known as Lower Vibrational Thought Forms or
Patterns.
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properly (b) Miasms occurred (c) The starships destroyed the temples (d)
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is coded. 6. Miasm Miasms are distortions within our DNA. These distortions were created

anti-Kristiac behavior. Miasms are also known as Lower Vibrational Thought Forms or
Patterns.
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properly (b) Miasms occurred (c) The starships destroyed the temples (d)
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Karmic Imprint. This miasmic build-up of dark crystals blocks anything coming through from

a) How can miasmic g1ids in the Morphogenetic Field be cleared of the Karmic
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contains very bad miasmic programs because the Hova Bodies don"t integrate, it will make
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Karmic Imprint. This miasmic build-up of dark crystals blocks anything coming through from
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Karmic Imprint of miasmic grids, we can find 1 or 2 key core elements
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has very bad miasmic programs in there because the Hova Bodies don"t integrate, it
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elements in the miasmic grids (c) align its point of origin with the
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from both. 4. Miasmic imprint: Looks like a dark version of the Kathara Grid
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exercise? • Removing miasmic patterns that keep us stuck in feelings, actions and reactions.
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exercise? • Removing miasmic patterns that keep us stuck in feelings, actions and reactions.
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8. What are Miasms or Miasmic Imprints? • Miasms are clusters of anti-particles

are Miasms or Miasmic Imprints? • Miasms are clusters of anti-particles that hold

Miasmic Imprints? • Miasms are clusters of anti-particles that hold Holographic Patterns and

to reverse the Miasmic Core? • A Miasm can have many layers of related

Core? • A Miasm can have many layers of related Karmic Imprints from many

related layers of Miasms in all time vectors. 10. Why is it important to

process while healing Miasms? • Emotional responses can often trigger the rest of the

rest of the Miasmic Imprint to open into wave form into a person"s fields
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spoken words. 4. Miasms: Clusters of anti-particles that collect in the particle fields
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the polarity of Miasms from within the: (a) Auric field (b) First
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when releasing a Miasm, you should: (a) Let the emotion flow through you

polarity at the Miasmic Core because: (a) It"s important to review the content



break up a Miasmic Pattern (c) You are reversing the polarity of all

related layers of Miasmic Patterns (d) That"s the only way to analyze it
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Diadic Grid as miasms. The miasms progressively reduce the quantity and lower the
frequency

as miasms. The miasms progressively reduce the quantity and lower the frequency of the
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"clear the Miasmic Imprint" - the anti-particle blockages within the Diadic Points

by clearing their Miasmic distortions, which then reestablishes the integrity of the
corresponding Axiom

repetition. Clearing the Miasmic Imprint while simultaneously Repatterning the Level - 1
Kathara Centers
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Signets, reversing the Miasmic/Karmic Imprint and accelerating the opening of the Diadic
Points,

begin clearing the Miasmic/ Karmic Imprint that blocks various areas of the Hova Body

-clearing the Miasmic Imprint from the Kathara Grid. · The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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the "Karmic" Miasmic Imprint) from the client. (This problem occurs in all
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clearing the Karmic-Miasmic imprint from the Density-1 Time Cycle incarnations and the
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and the Karmic-miasmic imprint from the personal Scalar Shields, Kathara Grid and DNA
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clear the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint from the Density-1 incarnational Time Cycles and the
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~THE KARMIC-MIASMIC IMPRINT, INCARNATIONAL TIME VECTORS, VECTOR IMBEDDING.
~MULTI-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC
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THE KARMIC-MIASMIC IMPRINT Karma. Identity. the Christos and the Physics of Divine
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Free Will and Miasms If it is understood that the universe and all things

Template are called MIASMS and they hold, in tangible scalar frequency form, the
disorganized

Divine Right Order. Miasms are the tangible substance of our Karmic Pattern that reflect
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Miasms. lncarnational Time Vectors. Vector Imbedding and the DNA Template The

DNA Template The Miasmic Imprint within the body and Manifestation Template that holds
the

and DNA Template. Miasmic distortions in the Kathara Grid affect every level of personal

It".! Karma- the Miasmic Imprint- is a bio-physical phenomenon of scalar-wave distortion

we literally inherit Miasmic Buildup from each other on a continual basis. When we

involve clearing the Miasmic Imprint that is bleeding through into our personal Manifestation
Template

to clear the Miasmic Imprint from our other simultaneous incarnations as it is presently

Template. Transmuting the Miasmic Imprint that is embedded in our DNA Template to
restore

Page:  187

Clearing the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint Literally all conditions of dis-ease in the human

form, result from Miasmic Distortions within the embodied Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields, DNA
Template

clearing the karmic-Miasmic Imprint from a myriad of various simultaneous selves presently
evolving

to clear the Miasmic Imprint is by "walking the Karma", which means allowing

levels of the Miasmic Imprint to repeatedly re-manifest in the personal life experience,

that cause the Miasm to form. In our present time, this approach to "

of creation. The Miasmic Imprint within the collective human species has grown so
extensively

Will that cause Miasmic Buildup can no longer be consciously identified, and the Miasmic

identified, and the Miasmic Imprint continues to compound and amplify itself as the same

reinforced. The Karmic-Miasmic Imprint is an ENERGY FORM; a literal construct of Scalar-

of energy, the Miasmic Imprint can be dealt With AS ENERGY, WITH ENERGY, for

Imprint. The Karmic-Miasmic Imprint manifests within the causal level of manifestation, the 3

Level the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint manifests as misalignment and malfunction within all levels



of

causal level of miasmic manifestation. Restoring the Maharic Shield Christos Imprint to the
personal
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layers of the MIASMIC BODY, areas of the karmic imprint that need clearing when
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Observe for Dark Miasmic Buildups in image of Kathara Grid; run extra healing Current

observe for Dark Miasmic Buildup areas to clear during the Maharic Seal and Liquid
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Dark Areas of Miasmic Buildup for clearing with Maharic Infusion. KA THARA SCAN 3.
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Scan to locate miasms for healing in client"s Kathara Grid. 4. Technique #5-

Shield and clear miasmic build-ups. 5. Optional: Apply Etheric massage to miasmic areas,

Etheric massage to miasmic areas, or employ other healing therapeutics after Maharic
Infusion. 6.
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energetic cluster called MIASMS. Miasms are unintended groups of antiparticles lodged
within the particle

consciousness into embodiment. Miasms, and the misshapen scalar-wave distortions that
form them, are

clear the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint from the personal Manifestation Template to progressively
restore Healthful
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~ Miasms from all simultaneous incarnations manifest within the personal Manifestation
Template

DNA Template. Karmic-Miasmic bleed-through occurs between incarnates from different
concurrent time cycles

incarnations. The Karmic-Miasmic Imprint does not have to be suffered and cleared the

physical reality." The Miasmic Imprint can be cleared as energy, with energy, to prevent

clear the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint by realigning the personal Manifestation Template with the
shared
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and clearing the KarmicMiasmic Imprint from the personal Manifestation Template begins
with activation of

Page:  275



Sequence and the Miasmic Body, in order to identify the regions of our 15-

malfunction creates the Miasmic Body, which created the DNA Template distortion through
which our
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Sequence and the Miasmic Body T ~:6r~>C,7 s q Planetary Kathara

Manifest Hologram D Miasms block energy flow and create a "Phantom-Shadow Self"
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eons of biological miasmic distortion can be progressively and rapidly cleared from the
Personal
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Template, and resulting Miasms, can be purged through manual resetting of the D-12
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progressively clear the Miasmic Body and heal, balance, re-integrate and restore the Divine
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the form of Miasms, which cause erratic impulses of behavior, thought, emotion and physical
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the Crystal Body- Miasms and Releasing the Karmic Imprint Track 2: Technique 5: Clearing

Page:  19

Reserved ~ ~ Miasmic Flame Cube 19
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and higher evolution. Miasms: Miasms are morphogenetic crystallization of Partika (electro-
tonal units

body and consciousness). Miasms manifest within the particle structure of the Hova Bodies as

The buildup of Miasmic Crystals, within the morphogenetic field, DNA, physical body and
consciousness,

Soul Integration. The Miasmic Body (collective of Miasmic Crystals within the morphogenetic
field)

(collective of Miasmic Crystals within the morphogenetic field) is frequently called the Karmic

Page:  43

dimensional manifestation. The Miasmic/Karmic imprint must be transmuted for Hova Body
merger, Higher

Transmutation of the Miasmic Body is achieved by reversing the polarity charge of its

which dissolves the Miasmic Crystal through morphogenetic and inter-cellular fusion. Through
fusion and

dimensional harmonic, the Miasmic content and its corresponding body mass are transmuted
into inter-

commence. Reversal of Miasmic Polarity to dissolve Miasmic Crystals can be achieved in
various

Polarity to dissolve Miasmic Crystals can be achieved in various ways. The conventional
method

dissolve the associated Miasmic imprint) as the projection manifests in the 3-dimensional life.

buildup of the Miasmic Body, in most humans, is so convoluted that the issues

most often the Miasmic Body becomes reinforced and expanded in the present life, as

pull of the Miasmic imprint on the mental and emotional bodies. A second method



of dissolving the Miasmic imprint is to combine its disharmonic holographic projection with is

of dissolving the miasmic imprint is dealing with the imprint directly as energy, with

polarity of the miasmic anti-particles, through which their crystallizations dissolve, then re-
directing

the DNA. The Miasmic Body can be cleared in one lifetime, without one having

the dynamic of Miasmic release through Keylontic manipulation of the morphogenetic field
are understood.
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the Crystal Body- Miasms and Releasing the Karmic Imprint. Keylontic Technique 5: Clearing
the

the formation of Miasmic Crystals and the Karmic Pattern, within the morphogenetic field.
Provides

begin releasing the Miasmic distortions from the multi-dimensional Hova Bodies, realigning
the Geomancies

begin perceiving the Miasmic Body in energy form, and to begin releasing specific portions

portions of the Miasmic imprint through direct energetic transmutation of Miasmic Crystals.
This process

energetic transmutation of Miasmic Crystals. This process progressively releases the Miasmic-
Karmic imprint from

progressively releases the Miasmic-Karmic imprint from the DNA and cellular coding,
deterring disharmonic

to begin clearing Miasms from the morphogenetic field, to reduce the manifestation of
disharmonic

explore the Core Miasmic Grids in the morphogenetic field for later transmutation, using
advanced

transmutation, using advanced Miasmic-Kathara-Grid mechanics. This technique should be
done regularly as
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HCB, are called miasms. Miasms distort the natural fiow of energy and identity, through

processes of evolution. Miasms are the morphogenetic imprints responsible for creating the
manifestations of

of contracted vibrating miasms, buried within your HCB, is frequently referred to as your

large, of crystallized miasmic thought forms that have built up within the HCB throughout

states of being. Miasmic imprints affect the design and function of the DNA and
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The miasmic/KI leads from one lifetime to another, through the Collective

progressively transmuted the miasmic blueprints as the identity evolved. Through the process
of embodying

identity levels, disharmonic, miasmic, thought crystallizations were easily transmuted and



realigned through the identities

build-up of miasms in the HCB did not occur in this case, and

of ever increasing miasmic build-up, within the HCB. Within the operations of the

from which the miasmic imprint continues and is passed from one life to another.

and DNA, the miasms from each lifetime are compounded. These patterns are replicated in

of ever growing miasms of karmic debt, within the HCB. The MF of the

MF of the miasmic Kl further distorts the natural function of the HCB and

bodies, through which miasms could be transmuted and returned to harmonic order. The
miasmic

harmonic order. The miasmic thought forms of past and present moments, and of other

the contracted vibrating miasmic crystallizations - frozen thought forms - are raised to an

to dissolve the miasmic crystals. This " process is slowly accomplished through the
evolutionary

contracted vibrating, disharmonic miasmic vibrations, within the HCB, then this burden can
be readily

patterns into the miasmic crystallizations. The miasmic crystals of the HCB, which make up

miasmic crystallizations. The miasmic crystals of the HCB, which make up the Kl, can

frequency. Breaking up miasmic crystals and transmuting their trapped energies into higher
order, progressively

It is the miasms of the Kl, in the personal MF, that causes disease

By removing the miasmic imprint directly, one can begin to realign the life direction

The Kl and miasmic built-up, that presently plagues earthly human consciousness, is not

Page:  73

consciously to dissolve miasmic crystallizations, within the HCB, its Hova body and DNA
distortions

with the Karmic Miasmic Imprint on its own terms, as energy - with energy

can be avoided. Miasmic imprints, that are transmuted through direct energy work, will not

Page:  80

53 MerKaBA, 66 Miasms, 10, 42, 71 morphogenetic field, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16,
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flipping over the miasmic imprint from the Kathara level. It"s a technique I"ve been

Page:  7

flipping over the miasmic grid" somewhere during this session. I don"t know the sequence

to find the miasmic imprint, which looks like a dark version of the same

Page:  20

break up core miasmic patterns, core patterns that were set at fetal integration You
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released from that miasmic imprint of the fetal integration process. I want you to
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cells, we"re firing miasms, which are those little build-ups of anti-particles that
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levels of the miasmic imprint; where there"s a place to scream where nobody"s going
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"reversing the miasmic core," which is going back to the core point where

imprint as the miasmic imprint, which is its real manifestation in wave form Forget

are clusters of miasmic crystals. It comes down to a simple process of clearing

to allow the miasm to release, okay. When we go in to feeling the

it. There"s a miasm behind them. So, by allowing those feelings to process and

rest of the miasmic pattern to open into wave form into your field; you
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core of the miasmic grid. And that"s what we will take you into at
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a tremendously thick miasmic pattern. So we"re going to move into this spark of
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body. It"s a miasmic imprint It created a fear of expansion, a need to
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what the karmic miasmic imprint looks like when you peel it away from the

reversing the karmic miasmic imprint, by combining the miasmic Kathara Grid with its anti-

by combining the miasmic Kathara Grid with its anti-particle double. It creates fusion,

call the karmic miasmic pattern. It changes it within the body. This is a
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fields bonded; the miasmic field is now bonded to its higher level. The higher

to override the miasmic pattern. And now, because the core of the miasmic pattern

core of the miasmic pattern is located deep within the second chakra, down here
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the body"s karmic-Miasmic Imprint. Released from its "Karmic Imprint", the birth soul

clear any remaining Miasmic imprint from the body, while sequentially bringing into sustained
activation
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patteming, clearing karmic/ miasmic imprints which otherwise block DNA activation (and the
attainment

Page:  40

Yerlow Band for Miasmic Content or possible interference.) The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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electromagnetic distortions (Miasms). Can cause temporary planetary climatic changes and
seismic activity in

Page:  234

eons of biological miasmic distortion can be progressively and rapidly cleared from the
Personal

Page:  235

Template, and resulting Miasms, can be purged through manual resetting of the D-12

Page:  237

Sequence nd the Miasmic Planetary Solar Shield & Planetary Planetary Axiom Template
Planetary Hova

Hologram D If:"\ Miasms block energy flow and create a "Phantom-Shadow Self"

Page:  242

progressively clear the Miasmic Body and heal, balance, reintegrate, and restore the Divine
Blueprint

Page:  246

Radial Body/DNA Miasms on projection current, then Return Current :f earries Veca-
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Title : Dance For Series - Handbook
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Sequence and the Miasmic Body Merkaba, the Radial Body Merkaba Vehicle, Ascension and
Healing

Page:  19

Body and Karmic-Miasmic Impri nt. Healing the Shadow of objects, elements, crystals,
metals,

Page:  41

Sequence and the Miasmic Body Planetary Solar Kathara Shield & Grid Planetary Shields
Planetary

Hologram D ~ Miasms block energy flow and create a" Phantom-Shadow Self" running

Page:  44

eons of biological miasmic distortion can be progressively and rapidly cleared from the
Personal

Page:  45

Template, and resulting Miasms, can be purged through manual resetting of the D-12

Page:  50

Radial Body/DNA Miasms on projection current, then Return Current I carries Veca-Code-

Page:  55

progressively clear the Miasmic Body and heal, balance, re-integrate and restore the Divine

Page:  122

Diadic Grid as miasms. The miasms progressively reduce the quantity and lower the
frequency

as miasms. The miasms progressively reduce the quantity and lower the frequency of the

Page:  158

patterning, clearing karmic miasmic imprints which otherwise block DNA activation and
expedites attainment of

Page:  188



Template damage and miasmic buildup within the living matrix form, that accelerates
deterioration and

Page:  194

chemical and mental Miasmic Shield Imbedding and releasing Density-1 Elemental and
Figment Shadow

Density-1 Attachment Miasmic content, enabling the Density-1 Shadow Body to more easily

Page:  195

collects the freed miasmic Attachment Carbon-Core-Crystals. INHALE Maharic Current into
the Chakra-

of the "Miasm-Loaded" Chakra-2 Seed Crystal Seal; EXHALE Maharic Current gently

Small, Shiny Black Miasmic Attachment Crystal Spheres all simultaneously "pop", transmuting
into tiny,

Page:  204

Attachments all advance miasmic buildup (anti-particle build-up in the particle field

look similar to miasmic Chakra and Auric distortions originating from your personal template ,

Page:  207

accelerate Shadow Body Miasmic Transmutation via Divine Blueprint Infusion. Strengthens
Shadow Body immunity to

Attachments while accelerating Miasmic clearing in the Shadow Body. Hailing the Nodus and
using

automated Shadow Body miasmic transmutation. Preparation: If one has run The Eiros Flame
&

Page:  209

to transmute the miasmic content of the Shadow Body by toning out loud, 6

When critical mass miasm saturation is reached, the Golden-Silver-ONE Rays will
automatically

of, the released miasmic level transmuting back into Primal Sound vibration, clearing a
miasmic

vibration, clearing a miasmic level from the Shadow Body through direct de-manifestation.
Imagine
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10. Check for Miasmic reverse-code strand overlays: Observe areas in each strand that

beneath. These are miasmic overlays. Note the strand number of greatest build-up and

levels of the Miasmic overlays from the corresponding strand and chakra. Check with scan

more activation of Miasmic layers; clear every 3 days until that strand reads/scans
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Shadow (probably miasmic) which feels some condition or circumstance needs to be changed
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reversals and related miasms, and are able to work together to progressively expand your

Page:  278

workings of Apparthi, Miasms & Karma (Kathara Level1 ), The Radial Bodies ("
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etheric body called miasms, which distort the natural functioning of the chakra system and

Page:  23

blockages (called miasms) within the natural energy channels of the body, accelerating the
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of the karmic/miasmic pattern, as body systems progressively "speed up their purging/

energetic and karmic/miasmic imprint of its event horizon, while accelerating upward in
frequency
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in our karmic miasmic pattern, but they won"t be as severe as when you

Page:  11

the influences, your miasmic karmic rubbish that you"re carrying around. You work with
these
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clearing the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint from the Denslty-1 Time Cycle Incarnations Etrid the

Page:  71

J .. ~ Miasms block energy flow and create it ~"Phantom-Shadow Self"
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Transduction Sequence and Miasmic Energy Blockages within Multidimensional Anatomy

Page:  16

(PCM Univ" Miasms & PKA Univ" D/ asms), that eventually lead to destruction

Page:  23

MIASMIC TEMPLATE BLOCKAGES & VEGA CODE RADIAL BODY HEALING INTRODUCED IN

1: RADIAL BODY MIASMIC HEALING p R I M VIA DENStTY LOCK VEGA CODE

CJ · ~ Miasm~ brock ener~y "flow and create a 11Phantom·

Page:  31

na Crystals of miasmic blockages, the ManU, ManA, EirA Primal. Life-Source Currents of

Page:  33

·na CRYSTAL MIASMS and DIODIC GRID TEMPLATE BLOCKAGE(S) Miasms- "Frozen Light"

TEMPLATE BLOCKAGE(S) Miasms- "Frozen Light" Etheric Sho-n"! Crystals Miasms are anti-

Sho-n"! Crystals Miasms are anti-particle Sho-na static light radiation "fields

na static field miasm distortions within the Multi-dimensional Anatomy emerge as "frozen-

The word ("Miasm" refers specifically to these Sho-na Static Light Field Reversed

Page:  34

A ETHOS-ETHERIC MIASMIC CRYSTAL BODY BLOCKAGES and the MANIFESTATION-
TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE Solar Shield

Hologram CJ .<"\Miasms block energy flow and create a "Phantom-Shadow Self"

ShO-Na Crystal Miasm Reversed electrical polarity "frozen light radiation" anti-particle Ethos-

group to form Miasm Crystal Structures within the ·PCM · Diodic Grid Vortices

Page:  38

enough to clear Miasmic Blockages manifesting through distortions in the 15-
Dimensionalised Ray Currents.



Page:  84

na Finite Life Miasmic Merkaba Field anatomy, the 4-Phases of Bi-Veca Merkaba

Page:  104

IMPLODING Sh()-na MIASMIC MERKABA FIELDS and Sho-na CRYSTAL TRANSPOSITION
FILTERS 1. ORGANIC

FIELD A: Excessive miasmic Sho·na crystal Organic Compacted Sho-na Finite-Life

Page:  121

na Transposition Filter Miasmi~ Crystals from the Veca Crystal Body via Lotus Run Base

na Transposition Filter Miasmic Fields from the personal Ecka-Veca Body. FACILITATORS"
NOTE: It

Page:  136

na Transposition Field Miasmic Clusters within the Veca Body can block and distort organic

Sho·na Miasm Field through which the biological connection to the.Etema/ Life

· position filter miasmic crystals from the Veca Lotum Crystal Body. I J).

Page:  137

na.Transpositiori Filter Miasmic Crystals through which the Imprint for Disease is embedded &
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na TRANSPOSITION FILTER MIASMIC CRYSTAL BODY HARNESS Denslty-1 D-1·"Monadic

Page:  233

Transposition Filters and Miasmic distortions within various aspects of the Multi-dimensional
Anatomy can

Transposition Filter and Miasmic Transmutation. The most important attribute of re-
establishing the natural

Page:  238

(PCM Univ" Miasms & PKA Univ" D-lasms), that eventually lead to destruction
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as lasms (miasms & diasms) do NOT form, and the Partiki Grid Shield

Eternally Living Creation. Miasms and Diasms, however, are inorganic, progressively
digressive, structures of the

Page:  243

group to form miasmic &· diasrnic "frozen light crystals" that spin in

Page:  244



group to form miaSmic &·dtasmlc "frozen light crystals" that spin In

Page:  265

1 IS) ~ Miasms .. rylV-HR, Mahafic lnfus .c 8PM-9PM N

Page:  274

Scan to locate Miasms for healing in Clients" gnd (K-1 pages175 -

and to clear Miasmic buildups (K-1 pages 187 -190) ·Add

Page:  275

Scan to locate Miasms for healing in Clients" grid (K-1 pages175- 177)

and to clear Miasmic build-ups (K-1 pages 187 -190) 5.

Page:  285

patterning, clearing karmic miasmic imprints which otherwise block DNA activation and
expedites attainment of

Page:  313

to transmute the miasmic detritus, frozen light . particles, present in your fields as

the process of miasmic release and transmutation unfolds .. but, whatever you feel. ..
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and to clear Miasmic buildups (K-1 pages 187 -190) 5. Modalities:
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Miasms References The TaOQible Structure of the Soul Kathar.l2·
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the cbstortions (miasms) and hne a much mo~ pleasant experience through the process
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S-9 (Miasms · Fro:en Light - Transposition Fields) STF: Sho-na

The word "Miasm" refers specifically to these Sbo-ua Static Light Field Reversed
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Diodic Grid as miasms. The miasms progRssively reduce W quantity and lower the fr~

as miasms. The miasms progRssively reduce W quantity and lower the fr~umcy of
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